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Pedagogy of Bengali

OBJECTIVES:

• After studying this course, the students will be able to know the students aware of nature, function and scope of language.
• The students will be able to develop the understanding of different skills of language teaching.
• The students will be able to know the different Audio-Visual Aids as well as Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) during practise teaching.
• The students will be able to prepare lesson plan of Prose, Poetry and Grammar.
• The students will be able to explain the difference between Micro and Macro teaching.

Unit –I Content and Elements

(i) Language : Its meaning and functions
(ii) Functions and Purpose of language
  1) Communication 2) Medium of thinking 3) Transmission of Culture
(iii) Development of Bengali language
(iv) Elements of Bengali Language – SwarabarnerBargikaron,BanjobarnerBargikan,BSandhi,Karak,SabdarthoTatta
(v) Place of mother tongue in teaching Bengali; Direct method for teaching Bengali as an Indian language.

Unit –II Aims and Methods of Teaching

(i) Aims and objectives of teaching Bengali as an Indian language
(ii) Translation and Drafting method for teaching Bengali as an Indian language
(iii) Modern and Contemporary Bengali Novels
(iv) Literary essay and General composition of Bengali Language
(v) Drama Allegory and Symbolic Drama of Bengali languages
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Unit –III Lesson Planning

(i) Meaning and importance of lesson planning and the general steps of the lesson plan
(ii) Teaching of prose: Intensive and extensive reading, reading aloud, questioning, planning a prose lesson
(iii) Teaching Grammar-Place of grammar in teaching Bengali
(iv) Lesson planning (Micro & Macro), meaning and format
(v) Teaching of Bengali Poetry: Ancient (Charjapadabali) and Medieval (ShrikrishnaKirtan, VaisnavaPadabali and MangalKavya)

Unit –IV Teaching Aids

(i) Meaning and importance of different types of teaching aids.
(ii) Audio, Visual and Audio Visual-Aid in language teaching
(iii) Computer Assisted Instruction in language teaching
(iv) Salient features of a good text book in Bengali.
(v) Qualities of an ideal Bengali Teachers
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